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Month Overview : 

The content of this unit will focus on understanding the scale, form, size
and purpose of a sculpture. We are investigating how the 3D sculptures
can differ in scale in the visual space. Additionally, we will develop the
skills of observational drawings of the geometric form.

Activities and Tasks Overview:

Students chose a public park in Amman as the location for their
sculpture. To start planning and developing their idea, they created a
concept map to explain their intention and drew sketches to show how
they intend their sculpture to look like. Ideas for creating the sculpture
from different materials were addressed and followed by some
experimentations and trial and error with the modeling mediums.
 
Assessment Overview:

The summative assessment consisted of three parts (Process journal
containing all tasks and experimentations, creating the final prototype
of the sculpture with supporting sketches, and reflecting on the project).
All four criteria were covered during this unit, Criterion A (Knowing and
Understanding), Criterion B (Developing Skills), Criterion C (Thinking
Creatively) and Criterion D (Responding).





Month Overview :

Our first Drama unit of the second term talks about theatrical and
cinematic production elements as we stay connected with the previous
unit (filmmaking and acting for film).



Activities and Tasks Overview:

Students started to develop scripts so they can perform them virtually
during the upcoming month. Also, they are starting to learn production
elements and how to be prepared for an audition whether in theater or a
movie. We started to finish up the unit and connect what we took with
production elements for film and theater.

Assessment Overview :

Students have started their formative assessments where they are
working in small groups and individually on research and auditioning.

Service as Action: 

Students will explore how element production can develop a certain type
of plays to serve the community. 







Month Overview :

 In this unit, we will discover different means of communication.



Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 3) :

 We continued this month with our unit “How do we communicate?”
Students discovered effective communication through videos, texts and
photos. They had research, texts and videos about gestures and body
language. They discovered the origin of “emojis”. They discovered a
communicator personality “Louis Braille” and searched for another
personality. They watched a video about a blind person and how they
can use technology and the internet. We also discovered some
information about mobiles and students read and wrote what
applications they have on their mobiles and what they do on their
phones. Students did their reflection on Padlet on what they learnt, what
they found difficult and what they found interesting. All the resources
are uploaded on both Managebac and Google classroom. During this
month, we celebrate the “ Francophonie” so students researched this
occasion, watched videos and got to know the words of “Francophonie
2021”. Some students drew some paintings to present these words and
they enjoyed that work. On Saturday 20th of March, they wished their
mothers a Happy Mother’s day and listened to songs in French for this
occasion. 

Assessment Overview (Phase 3) :

A formative assessment was done on 11th of March in criteria A
“Listening” and B “Reading” . A summative assessment will be done in
April. 

Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 2) :  

We continued working on the same unit “How do we communicate”;
Learners analyzed the different ways of communication that people used
before and nowadays. In addition to that, learners identified the
meanings of different gestures by watching videos and researching.
Learners discovered the origin of the word Technologie, its definition and
the advantages and the disadvantages of technologies. Learners
reflected their understanding on each topic at the end of each lesson. 



Assessment Overview (Phase 2) : 

A formative assessment was done on 11th of March in criteria A
“Listening” and B “Reading” . A summative assessment will be done in
April. 

Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 1) : 

We continued working on the topic “la famille” where we talked about
each member of the family and described them using one sentence. We
did several activities on this topic and the formative assessment
included videos and paragraphs talking about family. We revised some
greeting phrases that are used in our daily lives. 

Assessment Overview (Phase 1) : 

A formative assessment was done on 11th of March in criteria A
“Listening” and B “Reading” . A summative assessment will be done in
April. 







Month Overview :

This month, we continued with the same unit (Equivalent forms of
quadratic equations). In this unit, we focused and practiced a lot on
factoring expressions of general forms by finding the common factor and
by grouping and also by finding the difference between two squares.
Students learned the process of factoring quadratic expressions. Then,
they learned how to use the previous methods in solving several types of
quadratic equations algebraically and then graphically.



Activities and Tasks Overview:

Students practiced more about factoring different types of quadratic and
other types of expressions and they started to learn how to use these
methods in solving such equations. They practiced critical thinking skills
(Draw reasonable conclusions) by watching several videos that explain
factoring different types of expressions and then writing conclusions
about factoring different types of quadratic equations. Students also are
practicing creative thinking skills by applying the knowledge they
learned in solving real life situations to generate new ideas, products
and processes. 

Assessment Overview 

Students are practicing different forms of formative assessments during
lessons. They had an investigation to solve quadratic equations and
finding the relation between factoring and solving quadratic equations.
They also had criterion A (Knowing and Understanding) assessment in
the first part of the unit that includes factoring expressions. 



Month Overview : 

This month we continued our unit talking about fitness and a healthy
lifestyle. Students learned what the food components are and the fitness
elements. They learned that the choices of relationships we make may
lead to the refinement of our healthy bodies.

Activities and Tasks Overview : 

We focused on the fitness elements and students learned about food
components. Students watched a video on food components and what the
benefits of vitamins and water are. Then, they started working on
powerpoint slides talking about food components.

Assessment Overview : 

Students will have a formative assessment in Criterion A (Knowing and
Understanding). Students will be asked to practice oral presentations to
get feedback from their teacher and classmates on presentation skills and
content presented according to the strands of Criterion A.







Month Overview :

This unit will allow students to gather evidence to see patterns and
relationships between current and resistance that are important for the
function of an electric circuit. This unit also aims to clear some
misconceptions regarding the electric circuit including that voltage flows
around a circuit, you can put voltage into a light bulb, or that batteries
provide electrons for a circuit. 





Month overview : 

This month we considered the movement of molecules and explained
how the kinetic energy can be used to explain rates of reaction and
equilibrium. Some reactions happen slowly, such as rusting, others
happen instantaneously and can be very dangerous, such as fireworks.
Some need heating, some are reversible. Therefore, we need to be able
to control all these chemical systems; kinetic rate and chemical
equilibrium in times of such high technological capability.





Personal Project Overview :

During this month, we revised the criteria of the personal project and
discussed the expectations. Also, we worked on creating references,
citations and bibliographies according to recognized conventions.
Students were introduced to appendices and how to write them
properly. Students were given the chance to suggest their supervisors
and they provided reasons for their choices. We took a look at where we
are now and where we are going next. 


